
 

Windows Vista Taskbar Classic Shell

i use classic shell on my windows 7 and 8.1 machines. it adds great functionality to windows, but isn't so complex as to be un-useful. i
noticed that it had been updated recently, and clicked on the installer. it was a bit of a shock to find that the installer had updated itself
to a newer version! i don't know if this is a feature of the installer, but it was not obvious to me how to update the install, so i didn't do

it. i later realized that i could have done it from the command line, so i guess i could have just left it alone and changed my build scripts
to check for the newer version. but then, why have an installer at all? drawbacks: the installation itself is pretty simple, but it is not

easily set up to automatically install updates. it is not easy to configure the installer to automatically update the build (since there are
no settings to configure, i guess i'm at the mercy of the developers). also, the ui is very friendly to new users, but not so friendly to

people coming from windows 7. i think that this shell is missing a few missing gui controls that are very common in windows 7. the fix:
ivo, i am very impressed by your efforts. i have never felt so comfortable with the windows vista interface, and i know that there are a
few missing features that i have come to expect from windows 7. my biggest gripe is that the desktop doesn't have a background for

the panels. if the desktop is removed, there is no way to customize the panels to show a background. that's just one of the little
annoyances that i've noticed. thanks for the hard work that you do, and thanks for making such a great set of add-ons for the windows

vista interface.
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taskbar has a
standard size, which
is implemented in

the shell. there is no
way to change the
window sizes on a
per-taskbar basis.
the only way to do
this is by adding or
removing buttons.

luckily, you can do it
dynamically, so you
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can easily change
the icon set and

color scheme of a
taskbar. in windows
7, classic shell has a

built-in taskbar
control that keeps
track of window

positions. windows 8
has an equivalent

control, but it is not
quite as good. i
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have created a
sample app that

shows how to
access this control

and how to use it to
automatically scroll
your windows back
to the top. i have

made the app
available here: there

are many ways to
add folders to the
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start menu. you can
use the microsoft

api or the shell api.
microsoft api is
quite limited, it

doesn't allow you to
create folders, and
you can only add a
single folder for a

single user. the shell
api is much more

versatile and allows
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you to create
multiple folders for

multiple users.
however, it is a bit
more complex to
use it. you would

have to pass a shell
folder object as a

parameter and use
shaddfolder with it.
windows vista has a
native zoom feature,
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which can be
accessed in the view

menu. you can
zoom in on an

image by double-
clicking the picture.

it is particularly
useful when you

want to view a small
image in a larger
window. to access

this feature, click on
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view, and click on
the zoom tab. to get

the windows xp-
style zoom, you

have to click on the
zoom tab, then click

on the zoom by
image box. in

windows vista, you
can move a window

to the right by
dragging it. you can
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also hold the ctrl
key and drag to

move the window to
the left. you can

also move a window
to the top or the

bottom by dragging
it. 5ec8ef588b
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